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British Science Week Topical Teaching Resources
What Does This Pack Include?
This pack has been created by teachers, for teachers. In it, you will find high quality Lesson Plans, Activity Sheets
with answers, and a Fact Sheet, to support teaching and learning during British Science Week.

To go directly to the content, simply click on the title in the index below:

LESSON PLANS:
1. Your Journey to School

2. Space Shuttle

3. Planet Rover

Learning Objective: Draw the journey to
school, looking at a map of the local area and
identifying familiar landmarks.

Learning Objective: Design a space shuttle
to transport astronauts to the International
Space Station.

Learning Objective: Consider the terrain of
a newly discovered planet, design a suitable
rover vehicle and write an algorithm to
control it.

ACTIVTY SHEETS:
Learning Objective: Use the template to design a space shuttle.

Space Shuttle

FACT SHEETS:
Learning Objective: Understand how scientists are trying to break the
existing land-speed record.

Thrust Car

ACTIVITY SHEETS AND ANSWERS:
1. Robot Repair

2. Robot Repair

3. Robot Repair

Learning Objective:
Working scientifically
Setting up simple practical enquiries,
comparative and fair tests.

Learning Objective:
Electricity
Associate the brightness of a lamp or the
volume of a buzzer with the number and
voltage of cells used in the circuit.

Learning Objective:
Electricity
Use recognised symbols when representing a
simple circuit in a diagram.

LESSON PLANS:
1. Let There Be Light
Learning Objective:
Working scientifically
Identifying scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments.

British Science Week Topical Teaching Resources
Journeys Through Nature
ACTIVTY SHEETS:
Flutter and Fly (exploring the butterfly’s life cycle)
Learning Objective: The world
Make observations of animals and plants, explain why some things occur, and talk about changes.

•
•

Activity Sheet
Activity Sheet with Answers

Good Vibrations (exploring sound travel)
Learning Objective: Sound
Find patterns between the pitch of a sound and features of the object that produced it.

•
•

Activity Sheet
Activity Sheet with Answers

Dried Out (exploring the water cycle)
Learning Objective: States of matter
Identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in the water cycle and associate the rate of
evaporation with temperature.

•
•

Activity Sheet
Activity Sheet with Answers

Home and Dry (exploring the water cycle)
Learning Objective: States of matter
Identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in the water cycle and associate the rate of
evaporation with temperature.

•
•

Activity Sheet
Activity Sheet with Answers

Let There Be Light (exploring light travel)
Learning Objective: Light
Recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines.

•
•

Activity Sheet
Activity Sheet with Answers

Other Resources Linking to the Theme
Before deciding what to include in your lesson, check out our online content relating to British Science Week too. It’s
simple to find, just enter the names in EducationCity’s Search tool!
ThinkIts:

Learn Screens:

Activities:

Inspire Creative Ways of Thinking

Introduce or Reinforce a New Concept

Educational Content

Water Journey Through a Plant

Louder and Louder

Let There Be Light

Content ID: 13649

Content ID: 25863

Content ID: 22525

Can you describe what happens on the journey
of a drop of water through a plant? A great
lesson starter!

Learn how sound travels and what happens in
a vacuum with Manu and Meg.

Explore how light travels by using light
diagrams with your students, and see how
objects are seen and shadows created.

Enjoyed these resources?
Why not start a free trial of the full EducationCity resource
and see what else we can offer you!

Email us at trials@educationcity.com
or call us on +44 (0)1572 725080!

Draw your journey to school
Lesson Plan

ui) EducationCity

Overview

In this 80 minute session, students look at a map of their local area, identifying familiar
features. They then write directions on their journey to school and use these to draw a map.
Materials

Resources and organisation:
• Individual whiteboards and pens
• Organise the students into talk
partners
• A4 paper and pens

-- - - - I

Lesson structure

Explain to the students that you would like them to draw a map of
their journey to school. Start by showing a map of the area that could be accessed via the
Internet and look at the area surrounding the local school. Encourage students to identify
local features including the street in which they live and other familiar landmarks.
0 - 10 minutes -

Discuss the directions needed to get from one landmark to another, for
example from a local park to the school. Model how to record these directions.
10 - 20 minutes -

Ask students to work with partners to talk through the route they both
take to get to school. Ask them to record the directions and then draw the class back
together to share these ideas. Use the map on the IWB to confirm the directions.

20 - 35 minutes -

Then explain to the students that you would like them to draw a map
of their journey. Support this by showing them the map of the area again. Discuss the way
in which the roads are presented and explain the scale, for example look at a main road
and then a cul-de-sac to compare them so that students have an awareness of this as they
draw their maps.

35 - 45 minutes -

Set the students off on their task and circulate to support
understanding. Remind students to use the directions they have drafted to help them with
their maps.

45 - 70 minutes -

70 - 80 minutes - Draw

the class back together and share some of the maps.
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Design a Space Shuttle
Overview
In this 60-minute activity, students have the opportunity to design a space shuttle to
transport astronauts to the International Space Station. This lesson focuses on the
design element and additional time will be required to make and evaluate the spaceship.
Materials
•
•
•
•
•

Fact Sheet on the International Space Station
Pictures and clips of space shuttles (available on the Internet)
Individual whiteboards and pens
Access to the EducationCity Mind Map Tool
Reference Sheet for students to design and evaluate their
space shuttle – photocopy enough for one per student

Lesson structure
0 - 10 minutes – Explain to the students that they have been commissioned to design and
make a space shuttle for NASA and that as part of this commission they have to design and
make a model prototype. Discuss the fact that the space shuttle is needed to take a group
of astronauts to the International Space Station. Start by setting the scene and asking the
students what they know about the International Space Station. This can be supported by
the Fact Sheet on the International Space Station.
10 - 20 minutes – Show the students some pictures and clips of space shuttles (available
on the Internet) to give them a starting point for their design should they need it. Discuss
the purpose of many of its features, (e.g. the nose cone and number of engines) so that
they gain an understanding of their importance.
20 - 35 minutes – Then show the students the design pro forma and ask them to work
through the design element so that they consider what it will look like and to draw two
different design sketches that they could use to make their design. As they work through
this, remind them to think back to the pictures and clips you have shown them to ensure
they incorporate the various components.
35 - 45 minutes – Draw the class back together and by way of peer assessment, ask
students to swap their space shuttle designs with a partner. Ask them to assess each other’s
work, commenting on the content covered in each of the sections. Once they have done
this, give the students time to assess their own plans and add to them should they wish to.
45 - 55 minutes – Ask the students to choose the design they are going to use and to then
consider the resources they will need to complete their prototype. These too can be listed on
the pro forma.
55 - 60 minutes – By way of a plenary, ask the students to think about the various design
and technology techniques they have learnt, such as joining and cutting, and may need in
order to complete their design. Additional time will be needed to make and evaluate their
designs. The pro forma will also take students through the evaluation process.
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Thrust Car
Fact Sheet

Scien.tists an.d en.gin.eers are always tryin.g to improve their design.s. For example, on.ce they
have design.ed a fast car, they would then. work buildin.g an. even. faster on.e. At the
momen.t teams from across the world are design.in.g an.d testin.g cars that they hope will on.e
day break the existin.g lan.d-speed record. This is how they are doin.g it.
The Bloodhound Project
Workin.g as part of the Bloodhoun.d Project, the team in.dudes the former lan.d-speed
record holder Richard Noble an.d the curren.t record holder An.dy Green..
The car curren.tly bein.g design.ed is con.structed from a rocket, a jet en.gin.e an.d an.
addition.al Formula 1 racin.g car en.gin.e.
The design. was tested in. October 2012. The results were so impressive that the
en.gin.eers are con.vin.ced it will be able to travel up to 1000 miles per hour.
The project is very expen.sive an.d so usin.g a jet en.gin.e was on.e way of keepin.g costs
down.. The jet en.gin.e was don.ated by the army.
Who else is designing a car to break the land-speed record?
• There are five teams who are workin.g on. car design.s to break the lan.d-speed record.
• On.e of the other teams is run. by American. Waldo Stakes. He claims his car, called Son.ia
Win.d, will be able to travel at 2000 mph.
• There are two competitors in. Australia curren.tly workin.g on. design.s alon.g with on.e in.
New Zealan.d an.d a Can.adian.-American. partn.ership.
Design your own car....
• Could you design. a car that could break the lan.d-speed record?
What features would your car n.eed?
Let's find out....
How man.y lan.d-speed record attempts have there been.? Use the in.tern.et to fin.d out as
much in.formation. as you can.. Man.y of the attempts take place in. deserts or on. salt flats.
Why do you thin.k this might be?
\ /
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Robot Repair
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Robot Repair

Robot Repair
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Let There Be Light
Lesson Plan

Overview of these Investigations
•

This teacher-led demonstration shows how light travels in a straight line by using a laser.

Prior knowledge

Students will already have some prior knowledge and will recognise that light can reflect off surfaces. They may also
have some knowledge about how light travels.

Links to working scientifically
•
•

Observation and description of experimental data
Recognise how evidence can be used to support ideas

Keywords

laser, light, beam, travel, straight line, reflect, surface, emit, mirror

Resources required
•
•
•
•
•

Laser pointer
Blank wall
2 or more mirrors
Talcum powder or icing sugar
Ability to darken the room

Health and Safety/Warnings
•
•
•
•

A darkened room may provide extra trip hazards, especially for those with sight problems, ensure a clear
working space and all chairs are under tables etc.
Handle lasers safely. Keep them at a low level to help prevent them shining into the eye. Ensure that the light
will hit an opaque object to absorb the light and not escape via windows etc. into other rooms.
Take into consideration those present who may have any respiratory problems that may be irritated by the fine
dust of talcum powder or icing sugar.
A full risk assessment should be taken out before any practical within a particular work area and group of
students, as the above warnings may not cover all aspects that need to be considered.

Useful EducationCity resources
•

Topic Tools, Activities or Learn Screens within relevant topic objectives can be also used alongside this
practical idea. They can be used on the whiteboard or individually. See their associated materials for ideas on
their uses.
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Good Vibrations

Good Vibrations

Dried Out

Dried Out

Home and Dry

Home and Dry
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Let There Be Light
Add light arrows onto the pictures to show how each of the objects are seen.

How does Stig
see the book?

How does Sten
see the flower?

How does Klara
see the firework?

Answer the questions below.

Sten is looking in a mirror. Describe how he can see himself in it.
Draw a diagram to show this.

Klara is in the park. She sees a shadow under a tree. It is the same
shape as the tree. How is this shadow formed? Why is it the same
shape as the tree?

Let There Be Light
Add light arrows onto the pictures to show how each of the objects are seen.

How does Stig
see the book?

How does Sten
see the flower?

How does Klara
see the firework?

Answer the questions below.

Sten is looking in a mirror. Describe how he can see himself in it.
Draw a diagram to show this.

Light from a light source travels to Sten
and reflects off him. The light then
travels from Sten to the mirror. The
light reflects off the mirror and into
Sten’s eye, who can then see the image.
Klara is in the park. She sees a shadow under a tree. It is the same
shape as the tree. How is this shadow formed? Why is it the same
shape as the tree?

The Sun is a light source. An opaque object can block light
given out by a light source and forms a shadow. Light travels
in straight lines and so the light that is blocked is the same
shape as the object.

About EducationCity
EducationCity produces fun, educational materials to engage students in learning and empower
teachers to tailor their teaching. Take a look at how EducationCity can support you in the classroom:

Target Lesson Objectives Easily

Plan in Advance

Differentiated Teaching

Find relevant content that links to your
curriculum by using our Curriculum
Map or Search tool.

When planning your lessons, choose
your Activities in advance and put
them into a MyCity so they’re easy
for students to access. Choose a
meaningful name for each MyCity
and you’ll be able to update and
retrieve them year after year!

Monitor progress with SuccessTracker
and you’ll be able to identify the
strengths and areas of development
for each of your students and so
choose relevant activities to help
them progress.

Flexible Learning

Lesson Plans

Blog

EducationCity is accessible via desktops,
laptops, tablets and whiteboards, so can
support you whatever equipment is
available in your classroom.

Access our ready-made Lesson
Plans and topical content to
support teaching and learning in
the classroom.

Keep abreast of events in the teaching
arena, changes to the resource, and see
how EducationCity is supporting the
education community.

Comprehensive and clearly organised
by strand, content is so easy to access!

There’s more to EducationCity than
Activities alone!

"Teachers have been delighted with
the content of this package and most
impressed with how easy it is to find
appropriate learning and teaching
resources and then to use them in a
variety of ways.”
Mark Sanderson,
Senior ICT Consultant, Herefordshire Learning and Achievement Service

Want to find out more about EducationCity?
Start a free trial for your school today and see it for yourself. Simply call
us on +44 (0)1572 725080 or email trials@educationcity.com to arrange.
Website: www.educationcity.com
Email: trials@educationcity.com

